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UMCTAD I

1. Trade problems facing land-locked countries firs't received international

recognition with the signing of the 1921 Barcelona Convention and Statute on
Freadom of Transit. The issue did not, subsequently, gain any real jnternational

prominance until it,was revitalized in the Fifth Committee of UNCTAD-' which set
up a sub-Committee the terms of reference of which were:

"... to consider the proposal for the formulation of an adequate

. and.effective international convention, or other means to ensure

. the freedom of transit trade of land-locked countries and to r ; ■

' formulate'recommendations on this matter for consideration by

the Committee," -

2. From the Committee's deliberations emanated, in the Final Act of UNCTAD I:

(lV General Principle-Fifteen, which stated that Mthe adoption ■

■of international policies and measures for the economic

development of the developing countries shall take into . " -;

account the individual characteristics and different stages -■: ■

of development of the developing countries, special attention

: being paid to the less' deve'loO'ed among them, as an effective

means of ensuring sustained growth with eaultable opportunity

for each developing country;" . •

(2) Recommendation A.IV.l, which established'the guidelines for -.;_

international financial co-operation and further stated thatr.-'

"special.attention should be paid to the important differences-

among the developing countries; and called for an increase-in>

' "the flow Of technical assistance, in particular to the least/-

developed among them; and

(3) Recommendation A-III.8, which dealt with measures and action

proposals for the promotion of trade in manufactures and semi

manufactures among developing countries, and stressed the need

to give special consideration to the retirements of the least

developed among the developing countries.

l/ See Proceedings of the UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel-

oomenti.Vol. 1 t Final Act~and Report (UN Sales No: 64.11.B.H). " '""'" ■
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■ PRE-UNCTAD II

3. In August 1966, two years after UNCTAD I and during the preparation of

UNCTAD II, a more extensive debate on special prob3ems facing land-locked countries
was re-introduced.■ .Consequently, the Fourth Committee of the Ministerial Meeting

of t.!:^.9^?^PL?S.li?l'-5py®loPipff-countries meeting in Algiers from 7 to .15 October

;1967', recommended' 't^atva"^r'oup'oT'eYperts be established to carry out a comprehen
sive "examination^of' special problems involved in-the promotion of trade'"and:;economic

development of tKe land-locked, developing countries, "wit'- special reference to

the high cost incurred in the execution of these countries' development'and trade
expansion programmes." An. examination would also be made of measures to .make-

possibl-e t'-e. extending .of ade-mate financial and technical assistance by "interna
tional financial institutions in order to minimize the cost of the factors^involved,

in particular the development and improvement of transport infrastructure,-^

4. A year before t^e Algiers declaration many African delegations at UNCTAD OAU,

and ITCA meetings had argued-that being land-locked was but one of the many constraints
to African socio-economic transformation. A stronger argument is contained in the
Report of the-Extraordinary Joint Meeting of the FCA Working-Party on Intra-African
Trade and the OAU Ad Hoc Committee of Fourteen 6n Tra^e and De'velopmentj^' this group
meeting in Geneva, (22-?6 August 1966) formulated for the African Group of 77 the
African position for UNCTAD II which, Africa being considered to be the least

developed-among the developing regions, revested that a specific item entitled
special measures to be taken in favour of the least developed among the developing

countries aimed at expanding their trade and improving their economic and social
development be included on the agenda of UNCTAD II. Areas of special interest to >
Africans (land-locked or not) in UNCTAD were listed as: aid, capital, capital
inflow and technical assistance; the transfer of technology; shipping and in
visible trade;-, industrialization; and preferences." " •

5. Section G of■ the Algiers Charter was to respond to the proposal thus:

■ Ofc-in/r to t:e var-inr stages of economic development existing

among the developing countries and to the Varying factors

responsible for their development, the trade and financial ;

measures required to accelerate the pace.of economic develop- .

ment would differ from one developing country to.another. It

is therefore essential to devise a global strategy of conver

gent measures in order to enable the least developed among the

developing countries to derive ecuitable benefits so that al'l

the developing countries would gain comparable results from

international economic co-operation of member countries of

UNCTAD, particularly that Kith developed countries. The'individ

ual measures recommended by UNCTAD I and those -that-would be-. ...

recommended by UNCTAD II should be viewed as components of an

integrated policy of co-operation for achieving the-overall. .......

objectives of trade and' expansion -and-accelerated-development--

7J The recommendations was later adopted and was included in the Charter of
k Algiers of October ?4, 1967. . !

V Document El/CN.14,A6.
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UNCTAD I

6. The preparation of the final form of the recommendations by the Group of 77
was laterPen?rusted to the Working Group of 15 in Geneva *c"£* "^^e
The Group -a, oomorised of five members from each developing region. T1^pd™
tos SaL-up^suggested that UNCTAD II take specific measures to aid the least
developed of the developing countries in the following spheres: .

(a) Commodity policy; ..
(b) Trade oolicies involving manufactures and semi-manufactures,

(c) Development finance;

;(d) Regional economic integration; . .

(e) Invisibles and shipping;

(f) Trade promotion; !and. ; .

(>*) ■ Special, technical and financial assistance-

=,ssrs.i£r2s4irrr^s: ^^
ahd effective programmes of assistance, identify viable projects and promote

their financing.

8. A number of developing countries sought to obtain more olear-cut and ^
substantive commitments from the developed countries with regard to items (a) to
Z) listed above. When it became clear that UNCTAD II was not going to give
adinuate attention to these details it was decided to reschedule the debates to
relevant comriittees which were to meet in 1969 and 1970.

ij See 1TWCTAD. Second Session. New Delhi (UN Sales Fo.: E.68.11.D.14),
Vols. 1 and V.

5/ TV*nds and Probes in World Trade and Development - Charter of AlftierB,
* wnte bv the Senretarv-General of UHCTAP, Second Session, -New Del-hi,

1 February 1968 (TD/^y/Add.2).

6/ See Special Measures in Favour of the Least Developed aigong the Developing
- Countries, Fourth Joint Meeting of the ECA Working Party on Intra-African

Trade and the OAU Expert Committee on Trade and Development, Geneva,

18-2} August, ,1969 (E/CN. 14/^1/21)
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POST-UITCTAD II

9. At the Third Joint ECA/OAU Meeting held in January 1969^, it was insisted
(after UNCTAD II had failed to adopt, in resolution 24(ll), a clear position on
giving priority to the needs of least developed countries in international

development policies) that the item be placed on the agenda of the Ninth Session
of UNCTAD's Trade and Development Board meeting in August 1969. '

10, In February 1969 the ninth session of ECA in resolution 210(x) recommended

a special United Nations, programme in favour of the least developed of the

developing countries. "The resolution was taken up further by the Joint ECA/OAU

Meeting which took place immediately preceding the Ninth Session of' the Trade

and Development Board. The joint meeting added to the resolution a recommendation

that the Secretary-General of the UN establish a group of experts "... to propose

procedures for establishing a Special Programme (later to read effective measures)

... witgi/n the UN Second Development Decade." The report of the ECA/OAU Joint

Meeting- was endorsed "by the Council of Ministers of the OAU at its Thirteenth

Session .in August 1969, in resolution CM/Resrl96(XIIl).

\

11,. In the meantime, the Trade and Development Board in the second part of its

Ninth Session adopted resolution 6}(lX) which in part:'

(l) Invited the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to submit at the
. third part of the Ninth Session of the Trade and Development

. . Board the studies rerruested in paragraph 3(b) of UNCTAD II

resolution ?4(ll),with a view to devising effective measures
that would enable the least developed among the developing

countries to benefit from the UN Second Development Decade.

To this end the Secretary-General would appoint 'a small

group of experts serving in their personal capacities and

selected in. consultation with the heads of the regional

economic commissions and the UN Economic and Social Office

in Beirut. . ... ... .. ...

1/ Report of the-Third Joint-Meeting-o-f-the EGA Working Parly'on Intra-African
Trade and the OAU Expert Committee-on Trade and Development,'■■ Geneva,

13-17 January 1969 (E/CN.14/449).

8/ .Document E/CN-,i4/459.i- "■'- : . ' :-- ■ '
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(?) Drew the attention of t?:-e General Assembly, and through

it the heads.of the specialized agencies concerned, the

regional economic commissions, and "the UN Economic and

Social Office in Beirut, to the importance which UNCTAD

attached, .to the problems of the least developed of the

developing countries. The Board invited the General

Assembly to consider urgently how other organs of the

UN System could, within their respective fields of

competence, carry out a comprehensive examination of the

problems of the least developed among the developing

countries and contribute to the solution of these problems

bv devising effective measures to enable these■countries

to benefit from the UN Second Development Decade. To

this end, a course of action similar to that which UNCTAD

proposed to undertake as outlined in (l) above could be

. considered appropriate.

12. In October 1969 the Executive Committee of the IDCA "urged the African

delegations at the General Assembly to obtain as great a measure of agreement

as possible on a resolution for the establishment of a special UN programme for

the least developed among the developing countries."

UNCTAD DEVELOPMENT BOARD AND SECRETARIAT

13- On the basis of resolutions. ?4(ll), 63(lX)f and sybsenuent resolutions (see
bibliography) the UNCTAD secretariat produced a study-1 in which it classified
90 member countries according to some empirical observations- of available social

and-economic data. The criteria for classification were:—

(a) Gross domestic product per capita at factor cost in

current US dollars;

(b) Share of manufacturing in GDP at factor cost;

(c) Energy consumption (coal erniivalent), per capita;

(d) Combined primary and secondary school enrolment ratio

for the population between the ages of 5 and 19;

(e). Number of doctors per 100,000 population;

(f) Percentage of manufactures in total exports (as an
alternative.to this indicator, two others also re

flecting foreign trade were! exports of manufactures
and total exports, both expressed in SUS per capita).

9/ See Identification of the least developed amomr the developing countries -

Report by the UNCTAD secretariat, July 11, 1969» UNCTAD: Trade and Development

Board, Ninth Session, Geneva, 26 August 1969 (TD/b/?69).

10/ Ibid,, page 13.



1/!. Ranking t^e 90 countries according to some composite index incorporating

all criteria, listed above, the African/region was found to have tl-e largest sV

(80 per cent) of the least developed—' of the developing nations.

15- The document was primarily concerned with the identification of the "hard

core" cases and no recommendations regarding "special measures" in favour of
these countries were made. ' - '

16. Classification "by UNCTAD into broad levels of development categories was

vehemently objected to bv African members of the Trade and Development Board. The

UNCTAD Secretary-General in answer to the objections raised about -the classif

ication said that the exercise was only one of the possible methods, and, as such,

was not intended to give a rigid categorization of countries.
\

17. The alternative solution proposed by the African members was that classif

ication should be so devised as to specifically meet the requirements of given

policy measures. This called for the international community to study and promote

the implementation of efficient policy measures in fields where priority needs

of the least developed countries are recognized.

COMMITTEE FOR DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

18. In response to General Assembly resolution ?564(XXIV.) and several preceding
and subsequent resolutions by specialized and executing UN agencies, particularly
UNCTAD's Development Board, the Committee^or Development Planning meeting in

Geneva in liarch 1970 to consider criteria:—' for identifying the least developed -

of the developing countries for United Nations action programmes during the Second
United Najjons Development Decade, identified 25 member countries a? least
developed—'among the developing countries. '

X\J Africa 24; Latin America 1; Middle East 1; Asia 4.

12/ The major criteria used were:

a/ per capita GDP - initial identification criterion,
V share of manufacturing in GDP - major adjustment criterion,

c/ literacy ratio to total population - major adjustment'criterion;
d/ growth rate of GDP -minor adjustment criterion, and
ef population size.

13/ Africa 19 (75 per cent), Middle East 1, East and South East Asia 3?
Caribbean and Central America 1.
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19. In a report just released following V-e Seventh Session of the Committee for

Development Planning (Geneva, March 22 - April 2, .197l)-,-=-2/the Committee argues
for the justification of their previous document Report of a. Working Group of the

Committee for Development Planning. 17 April 197QL^/On the grounds that "there

are certain basic general constraints to economic and social development which are

tvpical of the least developed economies and which are readily identifiable." The

document goes on to show that on.the production side these economies are

characterized by'the predominance of agriculture and/or primary activities in

terms of the nercentpge distribution in GDP, share of economically active population

in these activities, and the predominance of subsistence activities. Low level

of productivity is also a. strong indicator. ■ ■

?0. There is also,, claim in the document that it has been observed that a

corollary of the predominance of"primary activities "is "the low'"level of indus

trialization (the. share of manufacturing in GDP is less than 10 per cent) and that
"the lack of a sufficiently diversified production structure is associated with

the concentration of exports in primary commodities and minerals, with manufac

turing exports being at best insignificant...." li/

?1. The Development Committee, unlike the Development Board, suggested possible

areas of action to be undertaken during the Second United Nations Development
Decade which included:

(l) A halarced countrv-W-cour.trv approach since differing
prevailing conditions meant tvat no unique policy'backage '

coul^ be generally.applicable to all the "hard-core"

countries;

(?) Action oriented programmer reruiring multinational
solutions - co-operation and co-ordination - such as. .

international trade;

(3) Financial aid which would be given in.'the" form" "of ".soft" ■
loans (preferably grants.), wJdle technical assistance.

must be geared towards self-reliance in the manpower of . .

the recipient country. Both financial and-technical .

assistance were likely to play a decisive role since in

the initial stages of development infrastructural. and

other overhead expenses are likely to be beyond the budget

ary and-other--resource capabilities of the aeast developed

of the developing countries. Such aid would, therefore, be

aimed at improving the absorptive capacity of the recipient1
countries; .

14/ LeaB* Developed among Developing Countries in-.-tthe- Context of the Second UN
Development Decade: Identification and Special. Measures, Draft Report
Committee for Development Planning, Seventh Session, Geneva, March 29 1971

(F/AC . WVII/CRP. 3/Add. 1).

16/ Ibid. p.
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T)\e appeal-.t^at relatively advar-ced'neighbouring states
must grant concessions to the "less developed countries in

....'...'. .impr.ovins-.-the capacity of the latter to benefit from

regional co-operation. Such measures-'might involve, say, -

erruitable location of regional and multi-regional industries

vitbin the co-operating countries. This co-operation could

be extended to areas of agricultural research (where

ecological zones are similar), technical institutes, tourist
facilities, etc, :

Other specific areas of action should include:

(a) " International institutional improvements in the- public

■administration machinery for managing and servicing the

economy and the social development effort. Co-operation

between the public arid private sectors should make possible

the optimum use of the national human and material resources.

(b) Pre-investment work - Surveys and feasibility studies would

be undertaken since the knowledge of available and potential

resources will make possible the launching of a viable socio-

economic development programme.

(c) Human and social infrastructure could, be promoted in sue'" a

way as to make possible the development of a national cadre

whic1- would undertake tasks promoting self-reliance and

self-sustained socio-economic development. An important part

of the measures would be the inauguration of development-

oriented curricula in the areas of formal education, vocational

training and on-t'e-job training.

(d) - Economic infrastructure is by its very nature expensive to

initiate on an individual country basis. This called, there

fore for international as well as sub-regional efforts in the

provision of minimum infrastructural facilities particularly

in transport and communications.

(e) Production - The recommendations outlined above were pre

requisites for the transformation of production patterns in

all economic sectors particularly in agriculture, industry

and the service sectors.

(f) Trade - On the question of trade the Committee addressed

themselves to the problems of export-earning; possibilities

confronting the countries which had a preponderance of mono-

cultural primary commodities. The committee recommended two

. ^ain_ fayourable_meagjui£ei.:;.i._t.-a'e. removal of:tariffs on.'these ..

primary commodities .and. non-di8crimjL;natdry_ .as....well.. as_.import -

preferential treatment of. the manufactures' of the least

developed of the developing countries. ■ '
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Regional co-ooera.tion - This could be best approached
.through a series of trade liberalization measures that

included tariff concessions, preferential access of goods
into partner countries, etc. Other supporting measures
would include t»?e establishment of regional financial

institutions and the legislating of liberal investment
codes, particular^ investments in regional and multi
national industrial projects.

.rCONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

"A Survey of Fconomic Conditions in Africa, 1969"

22. The contribution of FCA to the current debate on "special measures in favour
ol t- e least developed among, the developing countries" was reflected in Part II
of A Survey of Fconomic Conditions in Africa, 19691^

bl f th l
, 969TMs document approached

problem from the angle that most African e-onomies are agriculture oriented.
The document did not attempt.to offer any measures and/or recommendations in
favour of the least developed countries, it merely presents a "typology study" of
the economic conditions in Africa based upon which an attampt was made-to classify
African countries according to "economic gaps" between and among the member"
countries.

23- Due to lack of'relevant data on which to base its classifications the ECA
document was rather restricted in its areas of investigation; thus the main
classification criteria were GDP per head, population size broken'down into age
groups the growth rate of this population; size of the country; number of
population per physician; school enrolment ratios; the weight" of agriculture
and industry in GDP- energy consumption per head; and several other lesser
iactors.

24. In the document the hope was expressed that as additional data and more
S« iw™f*°n *ecome'.available the FCA will embark- on a more "ambitious
study - that of "determining.characteristics relating to development potential
in tne hope of making policy recommendations." .: ■

Africa's strategy for development in the 1970s

+k , 'eir Te?;inff ir! Tunis (3~^ February 1971) the ECA Conference of Minister-
in the document. Africa's Str»temr for Development in the icnoMtv.,, ,.„
and recommendations that would effect t^e least developed"among the develooin*
countries, the land-locked, countries and islands. : , wveiopin,.

12/ DocumentfF/cr^u/ao/Rev.l, Part II) or (Sales No.: F.71.II.K.6).
18/ E/CN.l4./493/Rev.3.
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?6. Having note^. f'at ? verv large rumher of t%e least developed co-untriee are to

"be found in Africa, the Ministers suggested that1"priority should.be given by the

international community to identifying the problem peculiar to African countries

and to evolving measures to solve them,"

27. The Ministers further recommended that:

"... any determined effort to cope with the problem and handicaps

of the least developed countries involve a programme of special

measures bearing upon all phases of social and economic life.

The aim sj^ould be to enable these countries to accelerate their

rate of economic development and to carry but' neceseary structural

reforms^as well as to derive full benefit from measures taken in

the context of an international development-strategy- for the

Second UN Development Decade."

.28. Various elements comprising such, a strategy would include:

(i) Improvement of f eir level of productivity, particularly

\ - with a. view to increasing their production of foodstuffs; .

(ii) Support of their efforts to diversify their economies,

including the encouragement of the establishment of

integrated industries with, strong economic linkages;

(iii) . Stabilization and continuing increase in their export

- receipts,- an objective which calls for immediate action to

ensure the marketing of their products at ecniitable, stable

■ and remunerative prices. In many cases, urgent measures

- have also to be taken with respect to the problem of

competition'from synthetics or substitutes faced by natural

products;

(iv) Improvement of the institutional structure with respect

■ to public administration, planning, banking and financial

services, with special attention to measures designed to

ensure increasing national participation;

(v) Mobilization of international financial assistance for the

implementation of these measures, including special measures

to improve the. capacity of least developed countries to

absorb exterral assistance;

(vi) Institutional arrangements within the UN family entrusted

* ■ with the formulation, development and review of policies

and projects in favour of the least developed countries.
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?9. The Minister also noted that of the eighteen land-locked developing countries,

thirteen were to be found in Africa. The constraints to development of these

countries were basically the lack of and the underdevelopment of infrastructural

services, such as transport, storage,- port facilities, transport tariffs and

other charges,, etc. - factors which seriously inhibited the expansion of their

trade and economic, development. '

30. Spheres of action should include:

(i) Identification of .serious bottlenecks;

.(ii). - Recognition.of the right of these countries to, and

.:. facilitation of their free access to tbe sea;

(iii) Financial and technical assistance in the form of

soft-term loans and subsidies on transport costs;

(iv) Application of special mtf.eures in their favour along

..the lines .of. t" qse.accorded to the least developed among.

the develooinr countries. .. " " . ~ '""

■ ~:"■"■ " 19/
31. Emanating from the suggested measures above, the Conference of Ministers-^

passed resolution' ?3?M which: .

■ - 'TCecniests.the. Executive Secretary to work out a detailed and

"comprehensive action pro/rramme for the 1970s in favour of the

least developed of the member countries and present a report ■ ~-

to the Ministerial Meeting of the African Group of 77, prepa-

/..' .Oratory to .the_ihird_ session of the UNCTAD and the Special

International Conference of UNIIX) to be^berd in Vienna in

June 1971, as well as to the appropriate governing bodies" of

the specialized and executing agencies."

Follow-up action .

3?." The-FCA--divisions.in their fields of competence arey in.accordance.with

'resolution ?32(x),: embarking on .the examination'of; the general-constraints to the

development of the-least developed of the developing countries, "and specific

studies on a country-by-country basis with a view to making specific action

proposals to the ..UNIDO..meeting in June 1971, as well as to the African Group of T

in 197?. ' ■■ '■ ■ ■ " ' " ■■"'"■• ''"r" ■."" ^ . '-' " "'■""l

33, TMs document should thus be considered as providing the historical back

ground to a series of specialized studies to be presented to the two above-

mentioned meetings.

TCA, -tenth session, Conference of Ministers, Tunis, 8-13 February 1971- The

document, unnumbered, is entitled Resolutions adopted by the First Conference

of Ministers.
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1.

2.

3-

4,

5-
6.

7*

8,

9-

10.

11.

1?.

General

UNCTAD

General

ECA

ECOSOC

UNCTAD

OAU/CM

General

Assembly

Assembly

Assembly

Trade and Development Board (UNCTAD)
General

General

ECA

Assembly

Assembly ,
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